
Generate income from social changes 
and transformation to e-commerce.

DAJAMI



DAJAMI
The company was established in 2016 with brand 
started „LoveAir” creating shop specialized on air 
purifiers. Early market research allowed to quick 
entry  onto the developing segment and raising 
awareness among consumers about air pollution. 
The growing market share of e-commerce, 
effective use SEO solution to increase leads  
obtaining. and focusing on popular brands 
allowed to quickly become a market leader. 



Szanse

E-commerce

Focusing on new trends 
resulting from social and 

trends changes.
E-commerce has 15% of the 
market and it will increase 
its share to 162 billion PLN 

in 2026.  

Heat pumps 

Value of the HVAC market is 
around 2 billion PLN, it is 

split to many small 
companies, there is not yet 

significant countrywide 
player on the market

Air condition 
is going 
„online” 

Dynamic development of 
more affordable products in 

last decade. Air condition 
solution is no longer a 

product that is difficult to 
access. 

Climate & 
energy

Climate changes and 
increasing demand on the 

electricity consumption 
requires investments in into 
the heat pumps. Each newly 
constructed building should 
be equipped with at least 1 

ecologic Energy source. 



Until now…

LoveAir.pl

Probably the biggest 
specialized shop with air 

purifiers in Europe.

Air-conditioning market is 
dominated by locally 

operating entities. Aero7 
operates across whole 

Poland, souring from the 
scale effect (better prices, 
biggest marketing budget)

First abroad e-shop LoveAir. 
Cost of translation is 10% of 

initial costs of opening

German air purifiers market  
is the biggest in EU. Its 

rapid development started 
just now and there is not 

presence of any specialized 
stores (niche for LoveAir)

Home7 sourcing experience 
from Aero7 crews and should 
repeat its cusses on the much 

bigger, fragmented market
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Around 15% air purifiers market share that has value 130 M a 
potential for further strengthening.

Cooperation with biggest brands on the market Sharp, Philips, 
Electrolux, Samsung.  Selective distribution agreements 
confirms importance of LoveAir brand as strong player (A 
category status in Philips NL Headquarter). 

Premium brand LIFAair importer, in short perdiod authorized 
Dyson seller for air purifiers and cacuum cleaners.

Entering new market automatic and vertical vacuum cleaners in 
21Q4/22Q1, value of the market 500 M PLN. Cooperation 
with biggest brands omong others Dyson, Electrolx, 
Samsung.

LoveAir.de oraz LoveAir.cz, foreign market expansion, in one year 
period we managed to create two e-shops abroad and save 
access to biggest brands in portfolio 

Entering to the other segments from white goods and 
supposably brown goods as specialized stores.

~13-15% polish market share, 
15 M PLN net turnover (2019) 
in the segment air treatment.
Increase of 40% to 21 M in  
2021.



First brand specializing in air conditioning offering installation across the 
Poland.

We are selling and installing air condition system to individual and 
commercial clients.

Average increase Y2Y is 234% (2020 vs 9 months 2021), 2900% increase 
in the slack is appointing importance of Aero7 on the HVAC market.

We have our technicians in the biggest polish cities, who are fulfilling orders 
whole year. In other polish regions we have our subcontractors.

Unique option to order the air-condition online trough the basked on the 
web page, with option to take a loan in bank. We are optimizing and 
reducing procedures to minimum, creating tools that helps online sale 
(CRM, offers generators, online configurator (in development), tools 
integration).

Increase of leads gathering of 300% y2y, increase web traffic of 40% y2y. 
Value of the air-condition market in Poland is 1 billion PLN, we are 
targeting our market share in range 10-15%.



In 2021 there is estimate to install 80 000 heat pumps in Poland. According to law each and 
every building have to have at least 1 ecological energy source.

Only 3% of buildings in Poland is equipped in heat pumps. Photovoltaic installation is set in 
order to utilize heat pump (that requires electricity).

We are installing and selling items to individual and commerce clients.

We have our technicians in the biggest polish cities who carry out orders all year round. In other 
regions we have subcontractors and to optimize costs we are consolidating Aero7 and 
Home7 teams. Installation of heat pump and air conditioner requires similar tools and skills. 
Air conditioner is actually air heat pump.

Utilizing CRM, sales procedures, offer generators in use in Aero7.

Low entry costs on the new, growing 2 billion PLN market.



Comparison of income increases in 2020, first summer after entering HVAC market .

Oczyszczacze Klimatyzacja

93% 7%

Results
Year 2020 has been marked as 
position settlement and foreign 

market expansion. Gaining approvals 
from important partners and presence 
in top results in google browser takes 

time. Significant turnovers will come 
starting from 2022 onwards with 

wider presence on the HVAC market, 
which is 18 times the size of the 

purifier market, where we managed to 
win about 15% of market share, and 

being behind only the biggest top 
retailers.

Results structure in 2020

Year 2020 in 
numbers



Year 2021 in 
numbers

Comparison of results in 2021 (at the end of Q3), second summer after entering the 
HVAC market. Air purifiers market observed significant increase of turnover due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic. There was small turnover adjustment in 2021.

Air purifiers Air conditioners

80% 15%

Results
Year 2021 was to continue investing 
and stabilizing our leader position in 

air conditioning market. We achieved 
a 4-% Increase of online traffic and 
number of leads increased by over 

200%. The share of revenue 
generated by Aero7 at the end of Q3 

was 29%, at the end of Q3 we 
observed a 136% Increase in turnover 

in the Air Conditioner segment. 

Estimation of results structure in 2021

Heat pumps and 
other 

5%

HVAC market will Increase its share in Company’s income after Home7 launch in 2021, it means that 
first solid and reliable analytical data will be known in 2022. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z8AGqjBfo47P5mUdA1zyyPv0lPLmj8hi16splLyV6S4/copy


Next years estimates

Estimation of income  [M PLN] Estimation of EBIDTA [M PLN]



Investment 
targets

Company transformation and IPO

DAJAMI has the ambition to repeat success in the 
stock market photovoltaic companies. We are 
characterized by two successful business 
models (e-commerce and installation services 
across Poland). We operate on the renewable 
energy market (heat pumps) and market share of 
ecommerce in the overall economy is consistently 
increasing. We have show that we can grow at 
the almost 100% y2y.



Investment targets

Current company market value is approx. 55 M PLN. 

In the next months we want to sale 5% shares, to 
allow reinvestment in Aero7 and Home7 divisions. 

Go public on polish stock exchange: 2023.

Raising capital for further development of other 
company segments: air conditioning, heat pumps on 
local market, expansion on foreign markets air purifier 
segments (other segments as well in the future).

Increase portfolio of other categories to diversify 
income sources in e-commerce within LoveAir brand

Our goal is to achieve 1 billion of market value in 
2029 (see the chart of Company market value growth 
estimation). 



Benefits

Dividends
In the first  initial phase, 

we anticipate further 
reinvestment of profit 

generated from collected 
funds.

Attractive 
price of 
shares 

before IPO
Shares from first closed 

offer will be much 
cheaper from share 
noted in IPO.  Going 

public will be opportunity 
to generate profit on 

shares sales.

Active participation

We wish to cooperate 
with individuals, who 

want to use their skills 
and experience in the 

company development. 
Of course, being an 

active investor is not 
required, however it will 

certainly accelerate 
Company growth.

Discounts
Each shareholder has 

opportunity to purchase 
products and services 
from Company in very 

attractive prices. 

The future 
of economy

Product categories 
developed within the 

company will be the core 
of economy 

transformation on the 
way to improve living 

conditions and achieve 
climate neutrality. 



Investor
Who are we looking for?

We are looking for investor or group of investors 
depending on sum of funds.

Our target is the sale  of approx. 5% shares of 
company, which market value is 45 m PLN, it means 
raise 2.5 m PLN investing capital.

We reserve the right to select investor(s) best 
suited to the company’s investment profile. 



Dariusz Ożóg
Founder & CEO

In charge of implementation of strategic projects, 
focused on company development, offer profiling,  
assessing customers experience with company, 
increasing revenue and profits. Built a leading 
position in online sales in the Air Purifiers 
segment in Poland. Currently oversees company’s 
growth strategy on foreign markets.  Acted as 
main architects of the AmperGo, which is one of 
the leaders in SERP  within emerging market for 
electric and hybrid car charges, as well as other 
EV segment vehicles.   

Michał Ćwierzyk
Co-Founder & Board Member

In charge of consumer air-conditioning market expansion, 
which is to be primary growth factor for Dajami sp. z o.o.
Oversees internal and external sales structures applying 
known and innovate solutions and optimizing internal 
procedures. Michał is managing the Aero7 project. Thanks 
to new sales strategy allows to offer and install products in 
every place in Poland. The ways of working with Polish 
subcontractors has resulted in establishing  cooperation 
with over 100 contractors installing air conditioners in 
Poland. Currently is responsible for in progress project 
Home7 within Dajami, which will create division offering 
and installing heat pumps across Poland. 

Zespół



Is it interesting?
Contact us!

Michał Ćwierzyk
Board Member

m.cwierzyk@loveair.pl

+48  661 337 318

mailto:m.cwierzyk@loveair.pl

